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In the present paper, inter-machine studies of Ion Cyclotron Wall Conditioning (ICWC) have been per-
formed in limiter (TEXTOR) and divertor (ASDEX Upgrade, AUG) tokamaks in the presence of toroidal
(0.2–2.35 T) and vertical (0–0.04 T) magnetic fields using the conventional ICRF antennas without mod-
ifications in hardware. The ICWC effect on both machines was studied by analyzing the removal rate of
marker gases which have been loaded to the walls by glow discharge beforehand. Several factors were
identified which could have a crucial impact on the conditioning efficiency: (i) RF power coupled to
the plasmas; (ii) RF power absorption scheme; (iii) superimposing an additional vertical magnetic field
on the toroidal field (BV << BT). All the observed effects are analyzed in terms of RF plasma wave excita-
tion/absorption and compared with the predictions from 1-D RF and 0-D transport codes. ICWC scenarios
for ITER are proposed and analyzed.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

ITER and future fusion devices need the availability of wall con-
ditioning techniques for routine operation and to control the in-
vessel long term tritium retention. The presence of permanent high
magnetic field in present and next generation superconducting fu-
sion machines will prevent the use of conventional glow discharge
conditioning (GDC) due to short-circuit occurring between anode
and cathode along the magnetic field lines.

Wall conditioning based on the ICRF discharge (ICWC) is fully
compatible and needs the presence of the magnetic field. The ICWC
technique was recently approved for integration into the ITER
baseline using the ITER ICRF heating system [1]. Therefore, further
development of the ITER relevant ICWC scenarios with conven-
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tional ICRF antennas is an important and urgent task. The present
paper focuses on the impact of toroidal and poloidal magnetic
fields on antenna coupling, RF plasma homogeneity and wall con-
ditioning, e.g. removal rate of selected ‘marker’ masses. The out-
come of the ICWC study in the present-day tokamaks TEXTOR
and AUG was used for elaboration first proposals for ICWC scenar-
ios in ITER using main ICRF antenna.

2. Antenna-plasma loading and RF discharge homogeneity

Antenna-plasma coupling defines the fraction of the generator
power coupled to the plasma, g = PRF–pl/PRF–G. Usually, the coupling
of the conventional ICRF antenna designed for dense plasma heat-
ing through excitation of the fast magneto-sonic wave (FW) was
seen to be very low (g < 30%) during the generation of RF plasmas
with low-density ne � 1016–1017 m�3, at which FW is non-propa-
gating. To achieve better coupling and improve homogeneity of
the low-density plasmas, several recipes based on plasma wave
propagation have been found and successfully tested: (i) operation
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at low BT-field and standard generator frequency (regime of the FW
excitation at high ion cyclotron harmonics x = nxcH+, n >> 1 [2])
and (ii) plasma wave mode conversion (MC) at high BT in plasmas
with two ion species in the presence of the fundamental ion cyclo-
tron resonance (ICR) for minor species, x = xcH+ [3]. In the TEXTOR
case, the ICWC plasma production was studied in the wide range of
the BT-variation (Fig. 1). Several obvious effects are important: (i)
the high ability of the ICRF power to produce plasmas at any BT-
field (no BT-limits were found), (ii) a considerable improvement
(about 1.5–2 times) of the antenna coupling and the associated
density rise over the total vessel volume at the low BT � 0.2–
0.5 T (x � 10xcH+) compared with the high BT � 1.4–2.4 T
(x = xcH+). Further analysis of the FW dispersion relation [4] and
its evanescent layer [2] showed that the discovered effect was re-
lated to the gradual excitation of FW in low-density plasmas start-
ing from LFS with decreasing the magnetic field.
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Fig. 1. Dependence of ne, Te (measured by Langmuir probe at the plasma edge,
r = 0.45 m) and RF power coupled to (He + H2)-plasma on BT in TEXTOR: PRF–G �
120 kW, ptot � (4–6) � 10�2 Pa.
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Fig. 2. (a) Evolution of the calculated energy deposition profiles for different plasma spec
H2/(He + H2) � 0.3 (case II) and for dual frequency 30 MHz (solid curves) and 36.5 MHz (d
pl � 50 kW.
Antenna coupling at high BT can be improved with conversion of
the non-propagating FW into propagating ion Bernstein wave
(IBW) in plasmas with two ion species. This scenario can be
achieved in e.g., deuterium/hydrogen or helium/hydrogen gas mix-
tures. This The effect was predicted from modeling with the TOM-
CAT 1-D RF code [5], demonstrated in JET [3] and further developed
in AUG. Fig. 2 shows the calculated energy deposition profiles for
different plasma species and the related images of the RF plasmas
from the top CCD cameras for three AUG cases: (I) RF plasma in he-
lium at BT = 2.4 T and f = 30 MHz, (II) RF plasma in a gas mixture,
H2/(He + H2) � 0.2–0.3 at the same field and frequency and (III)
RF plasma in the same gas mixture and BT but at two different fre-
quencies, f1 = 36.5 MHz and f2 = 30 MHz. It is clearly seen that a
transition occurs from localized plasma production at the LFS (an-
tenna side) towards a more homogeneous filling of the AUG vessel
with the plasma reaching the vessel center (marked by dashed
curve) in the He/H2-mixture using the MC scenario. Further plasma
extension towards HFS in this scenario was achieved with simulta-
neous operation at two frequencies. The impact of the MC scenario
on the antenna coupling was very strong: gHe+H2 P 3gHe when the
conversion layer was located closer to the antenna.

Superposing an additional vertical magnetic field (BV << BT) may
improve the performance of the ICRF discharge against operation
in pure BT-field due to: (i) better particle/energy confinement [6],
(ii) better coupling with the poloidally polarized antenna [7], (iii)
wider poloidal plasma extent [3] and (iv) if BV is oscillating, im-
proved ionization by inductively induced toroidal electric field.

3. Effect of toroidal and vertical magnetic fields on ICWC output

These results enabled to extend the ICWC operational range to
the following parameters: BT = 0.2–2.35 T, BV = 0–0.04 T, gas mix-
ture H2/(He + H2) � 0.2–0.3, ptot � (2–8) � 10�2 Pa, PRF–pl � 10–
135 kW from two (TEXTOR) to four (AUG) ICRF antennas powered
in a single-pulse mode (sRF � 5–8 s) without any modifications in
hardware. The wall conditioning effect on both machines was stud-
ied by measuring the overall removal rate of several marker gases
using mass spectroscopy. (Here we define the removal rate as
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ies and (b) AUG plasma CCD images for pure He ICWC (case I), for gas mixtures with
ashed curves) operation, same gas mixture (case III): BT = 2.4 T, p � 4 � 10�2 Pa, PRF–
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the calculated absorbed power in the (He + H2)-plasma on BT

in TEXTOR: f = 29 MHz, ne(0) = 3 � 1017 m�3, Te(0) = 5 eV, main plasma species ratio
He1
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Fig. 5. Dependence of the Ar removal rate on BT/BV in AUG: H2/(He + H2) � 0.3,
p � 1.6 � 10�2 Pa, PRF–pl � 85 kW, f1 = 36.5 MHz, f2 = 30 MHz.
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the quantity: QRRðtÞ � Vðdp=dtÞ þ p � s, where V is the plasma vol-
ume, p and s are the partial pressure of the given mass and its
pumping speed, respectively.) The walls were loaded with the mar-
ker gases, Ar in AUG (W-coated vessel) and an Ar-D2 mixture in
TEXTOR (C-coated vessel), prior to each ICWC conditioning cycle
by standard GDC [9]. Also a standard GDC in helium procedure
was used for wall cleaning of the residual marker gas that was
not removed by the ICWC conditioning.

Analysis of the mass 3 (HD) release in TEXTOR during the RF
conditioning pulse revealed a noticeable rise in the QRR quantity
at both, high and low BT-fields (Fig. 3). The H2-injection into He
plasmas made the conditioning more effective, especially at high
BT. At high magnetic field (BT � 2.3 T, presence of the fundamental
ICR, x = xcH+), the observed effect may be attributed to H2 contri-
bution to (i) the improved plasma homogeneity through the MC
process, and (ii) the proton ion cyclotron acceleration at high BT

(x = xcH+) and to (iii) the hydrogen induced chemical erosion/iso-
tope exchange [8]. The noticeable conditioning effect at low BT

(�0.2 T, regime of high IC harmonic operation, x � 10xcH+) was
probably related to (i) the better plasma homogeneity and (ii)
the chemical erosion. The HD removal rate further increased by
applying a BV-field in addition to BT. Time variable (�0.008 T)
and quasi-stationary (0.04 T) BV-fields caused similar increase in
the ICWC conditioning efficiency. Modeling of the power deposi-
tion profiles predicted a decrease of proton cyclotron absorption
and increase of electron collisional absorption with decreasing
the BT (Fig. 4) and may be considered as an indirect evidence of
the favourable impact of the fundamental ICR on ICWC output.

In the AUG case, the Ar removal rate was analyzed at the peak of
the partial pressure after the termination of ICWC pulse. The QRR

for Ar also decreased with BT-decreasing (Fig. 5). The best result
was achieved at BT � 2.4 T, which locates the x = xcH+ resonance
at LFS, closer to the antennas. The conditioning became also more
effective in the presence of BV-field (�0.02 T). Contrary to the wide
BT-variations tested in TEXTOR (BT = 0.2–2.3 T, gradual excitation
of the IC harmonics in plasma in the range x = (1–10)xcH+) the
moderate BT-varying in AUG (BT = 1.6–2.4 T) resulted in the funda-
mental x = xcH+ ICR excitation and gradual shifting of its location
in the vacuum vessel (from LFS to HFS on decreasing BT) for both
operating frequencies.

The observed BT-dependence of the ICWC yield correlated with
the behaviour of the measured flux of the high-energy CX neutrals
escaping the ICRF plasma and was found in agreement with the
calculated reduction of the RF power absorbed by protons (Fig. 6).
It is well known that the outgassing rate from the wall increases
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Fig. 3. Dependence of HD (m = 3) removal rate normalized to the plasma coupled
power on BT/BV-in TEXTOR: He–H2 mixture, ptot � (4–6) � 10�2 Pa), PRF–G �
120 kW.
with the impact energy of the ions and their masses [9]. The ICWC
experiments performed in TEXTOR and AUG give thus some indica-
tion for the importance of the ion cyclotron acceleration mecha-
nism on the conditioning effect by the production of the fast
particle impact on the walls. However more studies are needed
to quantify this effect. The integrated Ar amount removed with
ICWC cycle was compared with that during the subsequent He-
GDC cycle. The analysis revealed that only�25% of the total surface
of the AUG vessel was affected by the ICRF discharge in the best re-
gime (BT � 2.4 T). Thus the homogeneity of the wall cleaning with
ICWC is still a major concern and needs further optimisation.

4. Modeling of ICRF conditioning plasmas in ITER

Modeling of the power absorption in RF plasmas of the ITER-
size was performed for the MC scenario following the best results
of the ICWC efficiency achieved in both tokamaks. The foreseen
constraint on the magnetic field variation (BT � 2.6–5.3 T) and de-
signed frequency band for the ICRH system (f = 40–55 MHz) gave a
strong impact on selection of the operational parameters. The
TOMCAT code predicts that a more homogeneous power absorp-
tion by the electrons over the ITER vessel (Fig. 7) may be achieved
in operation at two different frequencies (f1 = 40 MHz and
f2 = 48 MHz) and two different phasing (Du1–2 = p/3 and Du3–

4 = p/6) between the RF currents in the toroidally adjacent antenna
modules.
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To simulate the RF plasma production in the presence of toroi-
dal and vertical magnetic fields, a set of updated energy and parti-
cle balance equations for the electrons, ions and atoms was solved
numerically in the frame of the recently developed homogeneous 0-
D model based on the electron collisional ionization [10]. The code
predicts that the conditioning plasmas can be produced in ITER
(�apl � 2.6 m, R0 = 6.2 m, BT = 5.3 T, p � (2–8) � 10�2 Pa) in a wide
power range, PRF–pl(ITER) � 0.2–1.5 MW depending on the gas pres-
sure. It results in a density of ne � (1–4) � 1017 m�3, temperature
Te � 1–2 eV and ionization degree ci = ne/(ne + n0) � 0.01–0.02.
Assuming moderate antenna coupling efficiency g � 40%, this cor-
responds to a generator power around PRF–G(ITER) � 0.5–3.8 MW.
The empirical direct extrapolation from TEXTOR ICWC data at
low/moderate coupled power PRF–pl � 12–30 kW for similar power
density scaling and antenna coupling g � 40% gives a power of PRF–

pl(ITER) � 1.0–2.5 MW and PRF–G(ITER) � 2.5–6.0 MW, respectively.

5. Conclusions

Inter-machine (TEXTOR, AUG) studies have been performed to
develop wall conditioning technique based on ICRF plasma produc-
tion for ITER in the presence of permanent high magnetic field. It
has been found that:

(1) Wall conditioning in the mode conversion scenario (mixture
of H2, He) in the presence of high toroidal and low vertical
magnetic fields (BV << BT) is considered as the most promis-
ing candidate for application in ITER using the main ICRF
antenna. Both better radial/poloidal homogeneity of the
ICWC plasma and the ability to accelerate ions at the funda-
mental ICR may contribute to improving the conditioning
effect.

(2) ICWC at high cyclotron harmonics appears also to be attrac-
tive mainly due to high antenna-plasma coupling (g P 80%)
and better plasma homogeneity. However, the scenario
needs working at high generator frequencies for the nominal
magnetic fields. Also this method does not produce fast ions
that may enhance the conditioning efficiency.

(3) Modeling with the 1-D RF and 0-D plasma codes and empir-
ical extrapolation from existing machines give a good evi-
dence for the feasibility of using ICWC in ITER with the
main ICRF antenna.
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